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CYS Vertical Gardens
Indoor vertical green walls are typically made up of a variety of plants, such as ferns, succulents, mosses, and
other foliage plants. They provide numerous benefits, including improving indoor air quality, reducing energy
consumption, and creating a visually appealing and relaxing environment. Popularly known as green walls,
living walls, or vertical gardens, they can also help to reduce noise levels and enhance acoustics in a space.

CYS Global Remit has installed 3 vertical gardens as part of its ESG effort to reduce the office's carbon
footprint by improving air quality, regulating temperature, and reducing noise levels; to enhance the well-being
of employees by providing a more natural and calming environment, reducing stress levels, and increasing
productivity; and to demonstrate CYS commitment to sustainability and social responsibility.

From the aesthetics point of view, a vertical green wall can drastically improve the visual appeal of an office
space, creating a more natural and calming environment. Come see for yourself!

Quick conversation at CYS office doorwayProject discussion in progress

CYS Main entrance 

Watering plant at the vertical green wall
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CYS Vertical Gardens

Vertical green wall at CYS office entrance

Green pots at the vertical wall

Staff chit chatting at CYS entrance walkway 

CYS office lounge for staff discussion

Staff meeting at office lounge
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